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Well is an exemplary multi-functional word performing pragmatic and syntactic functions. That multi-functionality poses a potential problem: How
do hearers in conversation determine which function is actualized and how
do speakers project the function actualized? We address both questions
examining factors hearers rely on to disambiguate well and the resources
speakers deploy to designate well’s function. The study is based on 8-, 9-,
and 10-word turns containing well extracted from the British National Corpus for which audio files from the Audio BNC are available. We include
duration, measuring well’s durations in Praat. The workflow comprised
both qualitative and quantitative methods. Qualitatively, all turns were manually inspected and the functions and subfunctions of well were identified.
Due to data paucity the quantitative analysis was based only on a broad distinction between syntactic and pragmatic functions. The analysis involved
two logistic regression model selection processes, one adopting a hearer,
one a speaker perspective. Based on the factors position in the turn, duration and lexical context, our final models indicate that hearers disambiguate
the two main functions of well drawing on lexical context and position in
the turn while speakers project well’s functions by modulating duration. We
propose that Hoey’s (2005) 6th priming hypothesis, concerned with polysemy, can be extended to also include polyfunctionality. Position also suggests a reading in terms of Hoey’s ‘textual colligation’ hypothesis related to a
word’s position: particularly in its incarnation as a marker of dispreferreds,
pragmatic well is heavily primed to occur turn-initially.

1.

Introduction

The pragmatic marker well has “received more attention than any other English
pragmatic marker” (Aijmer 2013: 20) both diachronically (see Brinton 2010 for an
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overview) and synchronically (see Rühlemann & Hilpert 2017 for an overview).
However, much like other pragmatic markers such as like (Rühlemann 2007)
and anyway (Wennerstrom 2001), well performs not only a number of distinct
pragmatic functions but also “has quite a range of syntactic functions” (Stein
1985: 299) (cf. also Aijmer 2013; Jucker 1993). The syntactic subfunctions of well
have undoubtedly received much less attention (for a rare exception see Stein
1985). To the best of our knowledge, no attention at all has been paid to the question of how speakers disambiguate the two major functions of well in spontaneous
conversation. Our goal in the present paper is to explore this terra incognita.
The pragmatic marker well covers a broad range of subfunctions ranging
“from dispreferred response signal to face-threatening minimiser to qualifier or
frame” (Brinton 2010: 297).1 A notable attempt at relating distinct subfunctions to
‘one core meaning’ is Jucker (1993); drawing on Relevance Theory he defines that
core meaning of pragmatic well as signaling that “the context created by an utterance may not be the most relevant one for the interpretation of the next utterance”
(Jucker 1993: 450). It is beyond the aims of the present paper to describe the full
range of possible functions of well (for a recent, extensive, discussion of well in a
number of varieties and context types, including conversation, see Aijmer 2013).
We instead restrict ourselves to mentioning three functions that are widely recognized and discussed in the literature; they are also the ones identified in the sample underlying the present analysis. The three functions include well as a restart
marker, a quote marker, and a dispreferred marker.
The restart-marker function is a self-reflexive function. Self-reflexivity is associated with the speaker’s metalinguistic awareness “of what type of interaction
they are involved in, if something goes wrong in the process, and what their attitudes are” (Aijmer 2013: 4). While these speaker-internal processes themselves are
inaccessible to observers, pragmatic markers such as well “can emerge as overt
indicators of (or windows on) ongoing metalinguistic activity in the speaker’s
mind” (Aijmer 2013: 4). For example, in (1), well accompanies an instance of
self-repair, a reformulation changing “fifteen” into “thirteen” minutes. In (2),
Alan’s response to his interlocutor’s ‘troubles telling’ is interspersed with hesitation symptoms, including lengthening (“I mea:n”) and pauses, both filled (“erm”)
and unfilled, the latter unusually long:
(1) well we got fifteen, well thirteen minutes
(BNC: KC9 668; corrected transcription)

1. The ‘frame’ function describes well’s capacity to separate constructed dialog from the surrounding discourse (cf. Jucker 1993).
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(2) 1 UNK: we’ve had this problem in the past with John
2
makes you wo- [wary ]
3 Alan:
[mmm]
4 UNK: and cautious.
5 Alan: yes well (.) erm
6
(2.9)
7
I mea:n
8
(1.5)
9
you can’t help being aware of past experiences.
(BNC: KB0 1405–1412; corrected transcription)

The quote-marker function and the dispreferred-marker function, by contrast,
are contextualizing functions. Contextualization is closely linked to Schiffrin’s
(1987: 31) definition of pragmatic markers as “sequentially dependent elements
that bracket units of talk” (cf. Fraser 1990). The contextualization function is a
hearer-oriented function in that pragmatic markers “typically mark off segments
in the discourse thus helping the hearer to understand how the stream of talk
is organised” (Aijmer 2013: 6).2 Crucially, pragmatic markers achieve contextualization by signaling how discourse relates to other discourse. The discourse relationship indicated by quote-marker well is the transition from the speaker’s own
words to a reported speaker’s words, or the transition from one reported speaker’s
words to another reported speaker’s words; either transition is a change in ‘footing’ (Goffman 1981) characteristic of constructed dialog. Flagging this transition
is an important interactional task since the use of constructed dialog entails the
switch from the speaker’s deictic system to the reported speaker’s deictic system
and, therefore, the hearer needs to be made aware of the switch to be able to
resolve deictic references according to that other system (cf. Bolden 2004; Holt
1996; Rühlemann 2013). In (3), for example, the speaker prefaces four instances of
constructed dialog with well:
(3) 1 UNK: the other, the other day we was on about,
2
Nicola said about oh she goes like that to Luke.
3
I said “↑oh you can’t do that otherwise he won’t be able to have
babies”

2. Given this orientation toward the hearer, pragmatic markers are key elements of ‘recipient
design’ (Sacks 1992). Also, the capacity of pragmatic markers “to indicate, often in very complex
ways, just how the utterance that contains them is a response to, or a continuation of, some portion of the prior discourse” (Levinson 1983: 88) makes them resources of discourse deixis (cf.
Levinson 1983: 87–88, 2004: 119).
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4
so Nicola said “but he doesn’t have babies, women have babies.”
5
I said “well (0.4) it comes from a man.”
6
So (0.6) Luke said “well what are they like¿”
7
So I said “well they’re like little tadpoles.”
8
And he went (0.9) “well (.) I can’t ↑feel any.”
(BNC: KC5 2018–2026; corrected transcription)

Finally, what is referred to here as the dispreferred-marker function of well has
alternatively been referred to as ‘dissonance’ marker (Fraser 1990: 387), ‘insufficiency’ marker (Jucker 1993), and ‘warning particle’ (Levinson 2013: 108) function. The dispreferred marker function is a delicate function covering a broad
spectrum of subtly differentiated subfunctions in context. A common denominator to all the subfunctions is that well is “primarily addressed to the relationship between a prior and a current turn” (Heritage 2015: 88) and indicates various
shades of “nonstraightforwardness in responding” (Schegloff & Lerner 2009: 91);
for detailed accounts of these subfunctions see Aijmer (2013) and Heritage (2015).
The notion ‘dispreferred’ is a conversation-analytic notion denoting a second turn
in a two-turn sequence (an ‘adjacency pair’) that runs counter to the expectations set up by the first turn. A dispreferred needs “to do extra conversational
work” (Liddicoat 2007: 111), and is therefore “marked by various kinds of structural complexity” (Levinson 1983: 307). Turn-initial well is a key element in that
structurally more complex design. It thus “standardly prefaces and marks dispreferreds” (Levinson 1983: 334).
Consider for illustration fragment (4) in which June and Geoffrey, a long-time
couple, are discussing the unhappy marriage of a friend of theirs. Their discussion is interspersed with numerous disagreements, indexed by well, none of which
are fully spelled out. Rather, they play out at the level of implicature. In line 1,
June notes she is “surprised”, leaving unsaid what she is surprised about, before
going on to say that the friend “isn’t stuck for them children”. The implicature is
that she is surprised the friend hasn’t filed for a divorce yet, now that she is free
to do so given the children’s being grown up. The turn also implicates that June
expects her friend to take the opportunity of liberating herself from the marriage
— hence the surprisal. Geoffrey, in line 5, takes a contrary stance by saying “[Let’s
face it] she erm (.) I mean she was the one who bloody married him!” thereby
putting the blame for the friend’s being stuck in a failed marriage on the friend
herself and potentially even questioning her right to a divorce. This disagreement
between June and Geoffrey is followed by a lapse of 1.8 seconds. The silence is
broken by June’s emphatic “well she ↑HAtes him!”. The emotional delivery is a
clear index of June’s empathy with the friend’s predicament, revealing the turn as
an implicit assessment that the friend’s marriage is unbearable. Also, June contra-
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dicts Geoffrey’s implicated questioning the friend’s right to a divorce in that the
turn implicates that the friend has every right to wish to terminate the unbearable situation. At this point Geoffrey does offer some lacklustre agreement by producing a softly spoken “°yeah°”. The couple’s disagreement on what stance to take
toward their friend is, however, anything but resolved. A long pregnant pause of
5.7 seconds ensues, which is finally broken by June’s upgraded assessment “she
literally hates him!” where the insertion of the intensifying “literally” shifts the
emphasis from the vocal to the verbal modality, thus rendering June’s stance more
explicit. Geoffrey’s new “yeah” is weak, failing to provide the sought affiliation
with June’s assessment. In pursuit of that affiliative second assessment, she proffers, after yet another pause, a fully explicit assessment in “well I think that’s awful
(.) I do.”. But again Geoffrey resists the course of action: his response in lines 15–16
has typical ingredients of the structurally more complex design of a dispreferred
second assessment: (i) the twice-occurring “well”; (ii) the slight delay; and (iii)
the demonstrative “that”, an ‘extended reference’ to June’s negative view of the
marriage: “I suppose that’s what she thinks” attributes the negative view to the
friend, thereby distancing himself from it. In other words, Geoffrey does not mirror June’s stance but deflects it.
(4) 1 June:

I’m surprised (0.9) y’ know, she isn’t stuck for them children
mo- any more
2
[(if he’d been)]
3 Geoffrey: [ oh yeah.]
4 June:
[( )]
5 Geoffrey: [Let’s face it] she erm (.) I mean she was the one who bloody
married him!
6
(1.8)
7 June:
well she ↑HAtes him!
8
(0.7)
9 Geoffrey: °yeah°
10
(5.7)
11 June:
she literally hates him!
12 Geoffrey: yeah.
13
(1.9)
14 June:
well I think that’s awful (.) I do.
15 Geoffrey: well yeah ( ) (0.6) well I suppose that’s what she thinks,
16
if she gonna go through the rest of her life with a bloke she
hates.
(BNC: KCT 7746–7755; corrected transcription)
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The pragmatic subfunctions of well exhibit strong associations with positions in
turns. In its subfunction as a marker of dispreferreds, well is intimately associated with turn beginnings whereas quote-marker well and restart-marker well typically occur turn-internally. De Klerk (2005: 1190) regards initial position as the
‘natural’ position for well (see also Heritage 2015). Turn-initial dispreferred well
is intimately related to the ‘three-part structure’ (Sacks et al. 1974: 723) of turns,
where it participates in, or represents, the ‘pre-start’ part designed to address the
incipient turn’s relation to the preceding turn (Sacks et al. 1974: 722).3
As noted, well also performs syntactic subfunctions. They include the use of
well as an adverb, an adjective, and the ‘additive subjunct’ function (Quirk et al.
1985: 609) in as well; by contrast, the uses of well as a noun and a verb are unrelated (cf. Aijmer 2013). No positional preferences have been reported for syntactic
uses of well. The three syntactic functions are illustrated in (5)–(7).
(5) Adjective:
you do n’t look very well this morning ma

(BNC: KB1 11)

(6) Adverb:
Nat said her envelopes do n’t stick very well

(BNC: KC5 2124)

(7) Additive subjunct:
I meant to put this one out as well

(BNC: KB0 442)

It has been only recently that researchers have made attempts to approach well
via its acoustic properties. Aijmer (2013) examines prosodic features of a number
of pragmatic markers; the features include pausing, tempo, intensity, and articulation (reduced or full form). She finds that well serving as ‘insufficiency’ marker
— above referred to as ‘dispreferred marker’ — and as quote marker are typically
reduced (w’ll). Romero-Trillo (2015) investigates ‘tone’4 realizations of the markers well, I mean, and you know, discovering that pragmatic marker well is typically
realized in tone 0, that is, without any tonicity. Gravano et al. (2012), studying
acoustic properties of some pragmatic markers (not including well), find
function-related variation of intonation, intensity, pitch, and duration.
Rühlemann (2018) provides evidence that the two major functions of well have
3. The three-part structure Sacks et al. are referring to comprises the (i) (optional) ‘pre-start’,
(ii) the turn proper in the form of at least one turn-constructional unit (TCU) “involved with
what is occupying the turn” (Sacks et al. 1974: 722), and (iii) the (optional) ‘post-completer’, typically tags or names, concerned with “the relation of the turn to a succeeding one” (Sacks et al.
1974: 722).
4. The notion of ‘tone’ describes “the upward/downward/level movement of the voice pitch
in the Tone Unit” (Romero-Trillo 2015: 6). Tones include, for example, falling, rising, and level
tones.
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significantly different durations in turns, with pragmatic well being shorter than
syntactic well.5
Even less seems to be known about the collocational profiles of well. As
regards syntactic well, instances of well performing the additive subjunct function
are obviously closely aligned with as; collocational preferences of adjectival and
adverbial uses of well have not yet been reported. In terms of collocations of pragmatic well, a tendency has been observed for the (turn-initial) dispreferred subfunction of well to occur in clusters with other pragmatic markers, most notably
oh. This co-occurrence is highly patterned: the clumps “participate in a canonical ordering — a linear syntax” (Heritage 2015) with well occurring after the cooccurring markers, as illustrated in (8).
(8) No, oh well let’s hope he’ll get better (BNC: KB0 118; corrected transcription)

As noted, the overall goal in this paper is to address the two questions: how do
hearers disambiguate multifunctional items such as well and how do speakers
help them to do so? Disambiguation is likely a task conversationalists need to
address as ambiguity poses a problem in fast-pitched conversation, where “we
each seem to produce about 16000 words in about 1200 turns a day in conversation” (Levinson & Holler 2014: 2), where the usual gap between turns on average
across languages is only about 200 ms (Stivers et al. 2009) despite speech production latencies over 600 ms for a single word (Indefrey & Levelt 2004) and
far greater latencies for whole utterances (Schnur et al. 2006; cf. also Levinson &
Torreira 2015). Specifically, our aim is to test the hypothesis that the functional
disambiguation of pragmatic and syntactic uses of well is influenced by three factors: position, duration, and lexical context. We take this hypothesis to be true
based on the following premises.
Positional preferences seem obvious with regard to all three pragmatic functions of well: quote-marker well and restart-marker well will typically occur turninternally, as most quotations follow a reporting clause (‘he said’, ‘she said’, etc.),
and reformulations, by default, follow a repairable; dispreferred well can best do
its job of marking ‘dissonance’ vis-à-vis the preceding turn at the onset of the
response turn (cf. Heritage 2015), that is, at the juncture between two turns. Further, we assume duration to play a role in disambiguating functions of well based
on the above-mentioned research by Aijmer (2013), Gravano (2012), Romero-

5. Taking acoustic properties into account is a promising line of inquiry considering that talkin-interaction is inherently multi-modal where the burden of information can be shifted from
one modality to another (Levinson & Holler 2014: 1). That ‘cross-modality’ (Arndt & Janney
1987) seems not unlikely to play a role in disambiguating multi-functional items attending to a
large palette of pragmatic and syntactic functions such as well.
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Trillo (2015) and Rühlemann (2018). Gravano et al. (2012) found duration to
be correlated with specific pragmatic functions of select pragmatic markers; by
extension, we assume that this function-duration correlation can also be found
for well. Aijmer’s (2013) and Romero-Trillo’s (2015) findings suggest that pragmatic well is reduced both in terms of articulation (Aijmer) and tonicity (RomeroTrillo). That pragmatic well is also reduced in terms of duration was demonstrated
by Rühlemann (2018).
Finally, in disambiguating the major functions of well, speakers are very likely
to draw on the lexical context in which it occurs. We base this assumption on
Hoey’s (2005) 6th priming hypothesis: “[w]hen a word is polysemous, the collocations, semantic associations and colligations of one sense of the word differ
from those of its other senses” (Hoey 2005: 13). Thus, a preceding oh raises the
odds that well will be pragmatic, whereas a preceding as or a succeeding noun
strongly suggest that the function of well will be syntactic.
Moreover, as regards the latter two factors, the relationship of duration and
‘language redundancy’, i.e. a word’s predictability given its co-text, is well established: “less predictable elements in utterances tend to be articulated more carefully, and more slowly as a result, than more predictable elements” (Aylett & Turk
2004: 33; for multiple research on the relationship between duration and lexical
context/predictability see references therein). Finally, reducing articulatory care
and, thereby, reducing duration for words that the context renders highly predictable also aligns well with the larger principle of least effort proposed by Zipf
(1949).

2.

Data and methods

This research is based on CABNC (Albert et al. 2015), a new corpus consisting of
59 files of the ‘demographically-sampled’ (conversational) subcorpus of the BNC
available in audio (Coleman et al. 2012), together amounting to “about 164 hours
of audio” (Albert, pc). The corpus contains more than two million words produced by over 600 distinct speakers drawn randomly from a wide-ranging sociodemographic spread (Crowdy 1995: 225). The defining feature of the CABNC is
the addition of measurements of the durations of the roughly two million words
in the corpus; the durations are recorded as attribute values in XML structure and
can thus be extracted and examined.
The data sampling proceeded in two major steps.
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Step 1
Using XQuery (cf. Rühlemann et al. 2015) we extracted from CABNC a sample
consisting of all 9-word turns containing the item well occurring in any position
or performing any function; the 9-word length was chosen as it corresponds to
the average turn length in conversation (Rayson et al. 1997).
For these data, we then coded the relevant variables for our analysis. First, the
dependent variable FUNCTION was manually annotated by inspecting each well
in the context of its turn. We began with a 7-level categorization of functions of
well, namely into the types exemplified in (9):
(9) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

adjective:
as well:
adverb:
quote marker:
restart marker:
dispreferred marker:
unclear:

different when you’re not well you feel tired
and you saw a cat as well did you
she comes out well on tape does n’t she
i said well was it like a part-time thing
yes yes very questionable well it’s it’s
oh well you ca n’t have those sorry no
you did well that’s now we’ve got

Analyzing the distribution of the pragmatic and syntactic uses of well in the
9-word turn sample we discovered a massive skew toward the pragmatic uses,
leaving us with too few occurrences of syntactic well to perform robust statistical
analyses. We therefore decided to collect more data focused on syntactic well; this
was done in Step 2.
Step 2
Again using XQuery we extracted from CABNC an additional sample consisting
of all 8- and 10-word turns containing well occurring in any position or performing any function. Since the interest in that additional sample was in syntactic uses
of well, we first thinned the sample by extracting from it only those turns in which
well did not occur as the turn-first or turn-second word, thus excluding the overwhelming majority of turns in which well acts as a dispreferred marker (more on
the strong effect of position in the turn, referred to as POSINTURN, as a functional predictor follows below). The occurrences of well in this thinned 8- and
10-word turn sample were then manually coded for whatever function well was
found to perform in them. Turns in which well was used as a pragmatic marker
were excluded from the sample, thus leaving us with an additional sample of 8and 10-word turns in which well performed only syntactic functions.
The main sample and the additional sample comprise a total of 550 turns. The
frequencies of the six subfunctions of well in the final sample are broken down in
Table 1:
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Table 1. Frequencies of subfunctions of well in the final sample
Pragmatic
dispreferred marker

Frequency

Frequency

adjective

15

restart marker

11

adverb

73

quote marker

4

as well

39

Total

127

Total

253

Syntactic

268

While this two-step methodology did provide us with sufficient occurrences
of pragmatic and syntactic uses of well, it did not provide sufficient tokens of all
the three pragmatic and three syntactic subfunctions identified in the 9-word turn
sample. That is, the two-step methodology did solve the issue of data sparsity for
the two major functions ‘pragmatic’ and ‘syntactic’ but it did not allow us to overcome data sparsity for each subfunction of well.
We therefore conflated the adjectival, adverbial, and as well uses into a category we call syntactic well, and subsumed the restart-marker, quote-marker and
dispreferred-marker uses into a category called pragmatic well; this new two-level
variable referred to as FUNCTION was used as a binary independent variable in
the modeling process outlined in Section 3.1 and a binary dependent variable in
the modeling process outlined in Section 3.2.
As for the other variables, the values of the first, POSINTURN, were straightforward to determine as the number of the ‘slot’ that the word well had in the turn.
With regard to the second variable, DURATION, we could not rely on the
timings in CABNC because their accuracy rate is only 67% (Renwick et al. 2013)
and thus seriously sub-optimal. To arrive at reliable durational measurements,
we re-analyzed the lengths of all wells in the 550 turns in Praat, a sophisticated
acoustic analysis software (Boersma & Weenink 2012), but given co-articulation,
poor audio quality, background noises, distance from the microphone, etc. not
all wells could be measured reliably. The number of wells whose lengths could be
measured with confidence was 395 (see Table 1). For the statistical analyses discussed below, we converted the DURATION values into milliseconds and logged
them to the base 2 to avoid the massive skew that the raw DURATION-values
exhibited.
With regard to the final relevant factor, lexical content, we adopted what we
think is a novel approach, which we first contextualize as well as motivate and
then explain in more detail.
It is uncontroversial that the role of context is quite an important one, no
(corpus) linguist would need to be convinced of that. In fact, context can often
be so important as to cancel out, or override, pretty much every other variable:
In the present case, if the word preceding well is as and the word after well is not
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as, then we have an instance of as well (i.e. here, a ‘syntactic’ use). Crucially, in
this context the exact value of DURATION is irrelevant because the function of
well is almost deterministically obvious from the context. Maybe POSINTURN
can reinforce this even more, namely if as well is placed at the end of the turn.
Thus, including some notion of context is essential — either as a predictor on its
own or, as in the present research, a control variable to make sure that we do not
attribute variability in the dependent variable that could be explained by context
to our actual predictor of interest, here DURATION (see Gries 2018: Section 3.1).
However, it is far less obvious how to operationalize context and, especially, how
to do so in a way that is
–
–

generic enough to be applicable to a wider range of phenomena. For instance,
the criterion of as-then-well-then-not-as is of course specific to a study of (the
functions of ) well and does not generalize easily;
feasible in how it would scale up to data sets that are much larger than the
one we are looking at here. The above criterion is too specific but somewhat
scalable precisely because of its specificity: it is easy to check what happens
directly in front of and after a search word. However, constructions involving longer dependencies and/or discontinuous elements are much harder to
tackle in any way that can easily be applied to thousands of hits or more.

The approach we are using here is based on Gries’s (2018) applications of work
in particular by Milin et al.’s (2009), Baayen et al.’s (2011), and Lester’s (2018)
information-theoretically-inspired definition of prototypicality in distributional
psycholinguistics. As for the former, Milin et al. (2009) explore reaction times to
Serbian nouns from a visual lexical decision task and show that the reaction times
are significantly correlated with the degree to which a word’s morphological frequency profile — how often the noun is attested with each inflectional affix —
is different from the overall frequencies of each inflection affix. As for the latter
two, Lester (2017) follows arguments by Baayen et al. (2011: 441) and frames this
kind of result in terms of prototype theory. Discussing Milin et al., he summarizes
as follows: “[w]ords that matched the average distribution of nouns from their
[inflectional] class were recognized faster. I refer to this type of effect as a prototypicality effect. Excusing the homuncular analogy, these lexical prototypes may
be thought of as the ‘expectations’ of the processor” (Lester 2017: 31).
In a nutshell, our approach here aims at (i) controlling for contextual information in our statistical analysis (to avoid overestimating the effects of POSINTURN and DURATION) in a way that (ii) is applicable to a wide variety of
situations and scales up well and (iii) relies on determining for each use of well
how different it is from the lexical contexts prototypical for lexical uses of well
and the lexical contexts prototypical for pragmatic uses of well. It is important to
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note that this does not mean that we are assuming a one-dimensional continuum
of uses of well, with a lexical-prototype endpoint on one end and a pragmaticprototype endpoint on the other. While this approach might seem obvious or
even desirable at first sight, it needs to be borne in mind that there could be uses
that are different from both most syntactic and most pragmatic uses of well; therefore, one’s operationalization must allow for such cases and must not treat the two
prototypes as being on a single continuum. In what follows, we borrow from Gries
(2018) to explain our approach. Unlike many new vector-space based approaches,
the present approach is gratifyingly simple and requires many fewer data points
to work well and little more than frequency data from concordance lines.
First, for each instance of well, we identified all words/collocates of well in the
turn, which amounted to 699 (case-insensitive) types that were attested at least
once in well’s immediate environment.
Second, we cross-tabulated all 699 collocates ever attested with well with
the two functions we distinguished for well. For example, the word apology cooccurred with well just once, namely with a syntactic use of well; the indefinite
determiner a co-occurred with well 44 times — 8 times with well in a syntactic
use, 36 times with well in a pragmatic use, and so on for all word types ever occurring around well. These interim results were captured in a table with two columns
(for syntactic and pragmatic uses of well) and 699 rows (one for each collocate
type). A different way to characterize this would be to say that, essentially, we generated frequency lists of the collocates of well, one for each function of well.
Third, we converted the co-occurrence frequencies of all word types with the
syntactic uses and, respectively, pragmatic uses of well into vectors of column percentages, which represent the prototypes of the collocate distribution of the two
uses of well (following the above-discussed logic of Baayen et al. 2011; Lester 2017;
Milin et al. 2009). The prototypes yielded by this approach are abstract in nature.
That is, they are vectors of collocate percentages, rather than concrete examples.
However, to give an idea of what the approach entails, (10) provides examples of
uses of well close to and distant from the syntactic prototype (by having low and
high KL-divergences respectively; see below). Example (11), by contrast, provides
examples of uses of well close to and distant from the pragmatic prototype.
(10) a. she’s doing very well, isn’t she?
b. well once they’re over 18 age is
immaterial
(11) a. well, you’ll have to see what it is
b. ours has got our mobile number in as
well

close to the syntactic prototype
distant from the syntactic prototype
close to the pragmatic prototype
distant from the pragmatic
prototype
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The final step of our approach involved computing for every use of well the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence from (i) the syntactic prototype and (ii) the
pragmatic prototype and storing them in two variables, DIVFROMSYN and
DIVFROMPRA. The KL-divergence is a measure that quantifies how much one
probability distribution p (here, the relative frequencies/percentages of collocates
in one use of well) diverges from another probability distribution q (here, the relative frequencies/percentages of all collocates of either syntactic or pragmatic well).
The KL-divergence (KLD) theoretically ranges from 0 to plus infinity and is nonsymmetric — DKL(p||q) is usually not the same as DKL(q||p) — and is a measure
that can actually be used for many corpus-linguistic applications (such as association measures, dispersion, etc.; see Gries 2018, Gries & Durrant fc.). In its simplest
form, the KL-divergence is then computed as shown in (12).
(12)

Consider as an example the sentence He is not doing well. Here, each of the four
collocates of well — he, is, not, and doing — occurs once around well, which means
p is 0.25 for each of these collocates and 0 for all other collocates ever observed
for well in our sample. On the other hand, q is either the syntactic prototype, i.e.
the vector of overall percentages of all collocates of well used syntactically, or the
pragmatic prototype, i.e. the vector of overall percentages of all collocates of well
used pragmatically. The fact that every use of well comes with two KLDs, one
from each prototype, captures the above-mentioned desideratum that one does
not want the two prototypes to be on a single continuum but wants to allow for
uses of well that are atypical of either pragmatic or syntactic uses.
This general approach is already impressively confirmed even before we
include POSINTURN and DURATION in our model if one recognizes the high
degree of classificatory power of DIVFROMSYN and DIVFROMPRA for the two
functions of well. The upper panels of Figure 1 represent spine plots with the
divergences, the lexical-context variables, on the x-axis and the function of well on
the y-axis. As is obvious from both panels, the more one increases the divergence
from one prototype — the pragmatic one on the left and the syntactic one on the
right — the less likely well is to have that function. The corresponding lower panels indicate the effect that the lexical-context variables have on the probability of
the well being used syntactically with a regression line and confidence band computed from a generalized additive model (GAM): these lines confirm those of the
descriptive spine plots. Most impressive, however, is the classificatory power of
both divergences combined: a GAM that tries to predict the function of well from
the two lexical-context predictors and their interactions returns an R2-value of
0.903 and a proportional reduction of error when trying to guess the function of
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well of λ = 0.929; even a regular binary logistic regression with the same predictors
achieves an R2-value of 0.921 and a C-score of 0.994. In other words, the divergence variables are truly excellent at discovering how well’s function is correlated
with certain lexical contexts.
In sum, the multifaceted nature of lexical context is operationalized here as a
two-dimensional space represented by the two divergence vectors and entered as
such into our regression analyses to serve as a control for the multifaceted notion
of ‘lexical context’ that is otherwise very hard to control for.

Figure 1. The correlations between the divergence predictors and well’s functions:
Descriptive spine plots (top panels) and the correlations between the divergence
predictors and syntactic well from GAMs

Now that we have discussed the nature of the variables involved in this study,
we need to turn to how to approach the functions of well and the potential effect
of DURATION. Given the nature of the phenomenon and the data we have, there
are essentially two different kinds of approaches one could pursue:
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–

–

from a production perspective, the dependent variable is DURATION: As
the speaker is incrementally planning his utterance, he knows in what function he will use well and he has a pretty good idea of the lexical context in
which the use of well will occur — however, the exact duration of well is
what gets decided last and, potentially, in a way that is co-determined by these
other factors. A production-focused analysis will therefore treat DURATION
as a numeric dependent variable, FUNCTION as a binary predictor, and the
lexical-context variables DIVFROMPRA and DIVFROMSYN as well as POSINTURN as controls.
from a comprehension perspective, the dependent variable is FUNCTION:
As the speaker is producing the utterance, the hearer needs to figure out what
the function of each of the words is, which of course includes well, and by the
time the hearer encounters well, she will have encountered the lexical context,
she will know the position of well in the turn, and she will notice well’s duration, but needs then to ‘decide’ how to interpret well. A comprehension-based
analysis will therefore treat FUNCTION as a binary dependent variable,
DURATION as a numeric predictor, and — as before — the lexical-context
variables DIVFROMPRA and DIVFROMSYN as well as POSINTURN as
controls.

In what we argue is a novel or at least very rare approach, we decided therefore
to explore both directions: the production perspective with a linear model selection process, and the comprehension perspective with a generalized linear model
selection process. Neither model involved random effects given that more than
80% of the data are from speakers who provide maximally three data points. Both
selection processes used AICc as the criterion for model comparison and checking variance inflation factors to detect potentially problematic collinearity. Both
models considered POSINTURN in three ways: as a binary predictor (initial vs.
non-initial), as a straight line, and as a polynomial to the second degree to account
for the obvious possibility that a predictor’s effect may include curvature and not
just a straight-line effect.

3.

Results

3.1 Predicting duration
We first fit a null model (to compute an AICc baseline, which turned out to be
736.38) and a model that predicts DURATION only on the basis of FUNCTION
(AICc = 690.48). This model is not particularly strong (adj. R2 = 0.112), but its output labels FUNCTION a highly significant predictor (t = 7.12, df = 393, p < 0.0001);
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the effect of FUNCTION is a predicted 60.8 ms difference between pragmatic
well (predicted duration: 169.24 ms) and syntactic well (predicted duration:
230 ms).
However, this model is bound to be extremely anticonservative and, thus,
overestimates the effect of FUNCTION because it does not contain any of the controls, which leaves all variability in the data ‘up for grabs’ by FUNCTION. Thus,
we continued with a model selection process that did involve the control variables;
model comparison led to including POSINTURN as a straight-line predictor. The
final model included all four variables as main effects — i.e. the three controls, the
main predictor of interest FUNCTION, but no interactions — and is highly significant (F4, 390 = 14.47, p < 0.0001, adj. R2 = 0.12). However, the effect of FUNCTION is
now not significant anymore (pdeletion = 0.1115) and it is only included in the model
because its inclusion led to a tiny reduction in AICc (from 690.43 to 689.92), one
that is so small some analysts might not even have included it.
What is the nature of the effects? As for the controls, the two lexical-context
controls have weak effects such that increased distance from the pragmatic prototype leads to shorter wells and increased distance from the syntactic prototype
leads to longer wells; also, positionally later wells in the turn tend to be longer. As
for the predictor: once all controls are considered, syntactic wells are a bit longer
(by 34.8 ms); these effects are visualized in Figure 2.
Two conclusions are noteworthy. The results underscore the danger of exploring factors from a monofactorial perspective. Without controls, the effect of
FUNCTION is highly significant and nearly twice as high as when controls are
considered properly (see again Gries 2018: Section 3.1) but once the controls are
considered, it seems that, from a production perspective, the speaker may make
some use of modulating the length of well (either for his own or for the hearer’s
benefit), but not much.

3.2 Predicting function
For this direction of argumentation, we proceeded in a very similar way. We first
fit a null model (to compute an AICc baseline, which turned out to be 498.14), a
model that predicts FUNCTION only on the basis of DURATION as a straightline effect (AICc = 450.59), and one that predicts FUNCTION on the basis of
DURATION as a curved effect (polynomial to the second degree, AICc = 408.66).
This model is intermediately strong (Nag. R2 = 0.3) but with a just about acceptable C-score of 0.788, but its output labels DURATION a highly significant predictor (LR-score = 93.53, df = 2, p < 0.0001); the effect of DURATION is such that
the predicted probability of syntactic well is low for most durations, but peaks
around between 250 and 300 ms.
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Figure 2. Effects plots of the four variables in the final model

Again, however, this model is bound to be extremely anticonservative and,
thus, overestimates the effect of DURATION. Thus, as before, we continued with
a model selection process that also involved the control variables; model comparison led to including POSINTURN as a curved predictor. The final model
included only the controls, but not DURATION: forcing DURATION into a
model that contains the lexical-context controls and POSINTURN increases AICc
by 2 when POSINTURN is curved and by 1.7 when it is not. The final model is
highly significant, however, (LR-score = 477.89, df = 4, p < 0.0001) and extremely
predictive (Nag. R2 = 0.981, C = 1), but that result is mainly due to the lexicalcontext predictors, whose predictive power is very high and which behave as discussed in Section 2 above (see Figure 1). The two top panels of Figure 3 and the
lower left panel represent the effects in our final model; for the sake of completeness, the lower right panel visualizes the (null) effect of DURATION if it is forced
into the final model as well.
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Figure 3. Effects plots of the three variables in the final model and, in the lower right
panel, the effect of DURATION if forced into the model against ‘AICc’s recommendation’

As before, the analysis shows very clearly that a monofactorial examination of
a predictor of interest is treacherous in how it can make a desired effect appear
significant and substantial whereas that effect vanishes once the proper controls
are considered. The analysis does show, however, that, besides the position in the
turn, the hearer’s best bet in figuring out the function of well is the lexical context.
As mentioned before, we are aware that, said in isolation, this seems more than
trivial. However, this finding is interesting because our novel psycholinguisticallyinformed operationalization of lexical context not only scales well, but also provides the analyst with an extremely high degree of predictive power and, thus,
statistical control of something as volatile and noisy as lexical context.
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4.

Discussion

We have approached the multifunctionality of well from two perspectives: a production/speaker-focused perspective and a comprehension/hearer-focused perspective. The model fitted for the production perspective suggested that speakers
do modulate well’s duration depending on the function in which they use well in
the turn but that effect was weak. The model fitted for the comprehension perspective suggested that hearers probably do not draw on duration to disambiguate
functions of well much but instead on position in the turn and, even more heavily,
on the lexical context in which well is embedded. In what follows the implications
of the two findings will be considered.
The finding that the lexical context matters a lot when it comes to identifying
the function of well may seem trivial but the interesting aspect of the approach
here is how we used a novel way of gleaning lexical cues from the context without
manual annotation of lexical items etc. but in a purely distributional way, namely
by determining abstract prototypes of each function of well and then determining
each usage’s divergences from those prototypes (in a way that is perhaps a bit similar to a k-nearest-neighbor regression); as the results show, this multidimensional
view of context greatly contributed to the two models’ overall success: lexical context operationalized this way helps a lot.
The significance of context for the hearer facing the task of disambiguating
well in turns-at-talk lends substantial support to Hoey’s (2005) 6th priming
hypothesis, which is concerned with polysemy: as noted, this hypothesis predicts
that “[w]hen a word is polysemous, the collocations, semantic associations and
colligations of one sense of the word differ from those of its other senses” (Hoey
2005: 13). Polysemy is a semantic concept denoting lexical items that, in context,
reveal different semantic senses. Obviously, pragmatic vs. syntactic uses of well
do not constitute such a case: the distinction is not a semantic one but a functional one. However, polysemy and polyfunctionality are parallel phenomena (or,
alternatively, polysemy is one kind of polyfunctionality), sharing the property that
one and the same item fulfills two or more tasks depending on the context in
which it is used. Thus, our results suggest that Hoey’s 6th priming hypothesis
can be extended to include not only polysemy but also polyfunctionality, allowing
us tentatively to reformulate the hypothesis thus: ‘when a word is polysemous
or polyfunctional, the collocations, semantic associations and colligations of one
sense/function will differ from those of the other sense/function’. We propose this
extension with due caution at this point considering that the hard evidence available to support this claim is restricted to a single polyfunctional item, well. However, it is tempting to assume that context will be similarly key in disambiguating
related polyfunctionals such as, for example, like, which also performs multiple
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syntactic and pragmatic functions (cf. for example Anderson 1998). Clearly, however, this assumption remains to be tested in future research.
The model also showed that a second significant factor is at play in the task for
hearers of disambiguating well — that of position in the turn: the later well occurs
in the turn, the more likely it is not a pragmatic well but a syntactic one, and, the
reverse, the earlier well occurs in the turn, the more likely it is to perform a pragmatic function. This finding is of particular interest on two counts. First, it is of
interest because POSITION remained significant even when all the information
that lexical context had to offer was already accounted for. In other words, skeptics cannot somehow ascribe the effect of POSITION to any ways in which lexical material might be correlated with POSITION because our statistical approach
and the inclusion of the collocate-based KL-divergences account for much of that
already. Second, the significant contribution of the predictor POSITION also suggests a reading in terms of Hoey’s theory of lexical priming, specifically in terms
of Hoey’s ‘textual colligation’ hypothesis. This hypothesis is intimately related to
a word’s position in that the hypothesis suggests that “[w]ords (or nested combinations) may be primed to occur (or to avoid occurring) at the beginning or end
of independently recognised discourse units, e.g., the sentence, the paragraph, the
speech turn” (Hoey 2005: 115). Pragmatic well, then, is a prime instance of textual
colligation in conversation: particularly in its incarnation as a marker of dispreferreds, pragmatic well is heavily primed to occur turn-initially. This finding adds
to the small but growing body of items primed for discourse-unit-beginnings in
speech, including the positive priming for interjections both at the beginning of
turns and of constructed dialog (Rühlemann 2013) and the negative priming for
the definite article the in turn-initial position (Tao 2003).
The third result of the present investigation is that duration does not significantly contribute to the hearer’s task of functionally disambiguating well in the
turn. This negative result, too, is intriguing because the pragmatic and syntactic
uses of well are significantly differently long, with pragmatic well being shorter
than syntactic well (cf. Rühlemann 2018) if one disregards lexical-contextual and
positional effects. This makes an intriguing analog with findings from psycholinguistic work suggesting that ‘informativity’, defined as a word’s contextual predictability, influences a word’s acoustic duration: “[a] word that is usually
unpredictable has a longer duration than a word that is usually predictable”
(Seyfarth 2014: 149; cf. also Aylett & Turk 2004). Now, the present research did
not investigate the predictability of well itself but rather made use of the collocates
of pragmatic and syntactic well to compute the KL-divergences from the syntactic
and the pragmatic prototype and thus to model how hearers predict, and speakers
project, a pragmatic or a syntactic usage. That is, we looked at how the words in
the vicinity of well suggest either a pragmatic or a syntactic reading of well in the
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turn. This question is altogether different from the question of how predictable
the word well is as such, regardless of its function in the turn. However, it is tempting to hypothesize that the informativity, understood in the above sense, of pragmatic well is low given its strong primings both for (initial) position and for a
small set of prototypical collocates and that the informativity of syntactic well is
comparatively high given its overall weaker primings for position in the turn and
a broader range of prototypical collocates. However, even if this rather uncertain
hypothesis is accepted, we are left with the question as to why duration does not
factor into the hearer’s function disambiguation (while it does factor into the ways
speakers project pragmatic and, respectively, syntactic functions). We would like
to offer two tentative explanatory hypotheses.
The first hypothesis is that the functional range of duration as a resource
in conversation does not include the disambiguation of polyseme-like items. We
know that duration figures among the resources of paralinguistic prosody
(Wennerstrom 2001), whose primary purpose is to “achieve an infinite variety of
emotional, attitudinal, and stylistic effects” (Wennerstrom 2001: 200). Clearly, disambiguating two distinct senses/functions of a verbal item does not fall into any
of these categories. Further, we know that duration plays a role in marking turn
completion, where current speakers frequently lengthen the turn-final word/syllable (e.g. Local & Walker 2012) thus giving a ‘go-signal’ (Barthel et al. 2017: 9) to coparticipants to launch their pre-prepared response (e.g. Torreira et al. 2015). Again,
disambiguation is an inherently different task from the task of marking turn completion. On this view, then, both the use of duration as a resource for paralinguistic prosody and the use of duration as a go-signal seem to play out on different
levels than that of functional disambiguation. Another explanatory hypothesis is
that duration does, at least potentially, play into disambiguation of polysemes or
polyfunctionals but its effect can be overpowered by other effects thus rendering
it redundant. As a redundant signal, duration need not be useless but can serve
as a backup hearers turn to in case other disambiguators fail. Given the ‘noisiness’
(Aylatt & Turk 2004) of talk in conversation, where ensuring information transfer is a perennial concern, relying on backup resources is essential. The ‘reliability’
facilitated by signal redundancy is, indeed, deeply inherent to human communication, which has evolved as “a system of systems, where the burden of information
can be shifted from one part to another” (Levinson & Holler 2014: 1).
This explanation appears at least initially plausible in the case of well, where
the effects we observed for position and lexical context were particularly strong.
The hypothesis leaves room for the possibility that duration may come out
stronger in other disambiguation scenarios such as like and anyway, whose specific function in the turn may be less determined by lexical context and position.
We leave this possibility for future research to test.
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5.

Concluding remarks

To conclude, this study presented a first attempt at disentangling the factors
speakers and hearers in natural conversation draw on in order to disambiguate the
ambiguous item well, which can be used in a number of syntactic and pragmatic
functions. The main results of our analysis are that hearers rely on two resources
to decide which of the two main functions well performs in the turn, namely position and lexical context; duration was not found to contribute to hearer’s function disambiguation of well; however, looked at from the production perspective,
modulating duration did represent a resource by which speakers project a functional or syntactic understanding of well.
Our findings provide substantial support for the theory of lexical priming
(Hoey 2005), specifically Hoey’s priming hypotheses related to polysemy and textual colligation. We argued that the findings allow us to propose an extension
to Hoey’s 6th priming hypothesis so as to include not only polysemy but also
polyfunctionality. We further argued that well, particularly as a marker of dispreferreds, is heavily primed to occur turn-initially, thus representing an exemplary
case of textual colligation in speech.
Much uncertainty still surrounds the question as to why duration did not figure among the significant effects hearers draw on to disambiguate well although
speakers do use duration to distinguish well’s functions. Despite this puzzle — or
because of it — we believe that studying the acoustic properties of polysemes and
polyfunctional items represents a line of inquiry that is worth continuing in that
much insight may still remain to be gained at least in examining other polyfunctionals.
Methodologically, we believe this study also makes two important contributions that have implications for studies going beyond polysemy in particular or
polyfunctionality in general. First, using the lexical-context variables as control
variables seems to us like an important methodological addition in how it makes
the analysis of polyfunctional items or any alternation phenomenon more precise
(see Gries 2018) by controlling for whatever information the lexical context of a
linguistic choice may contain. Second, the regression analyses of the data from
both a speaker and a hearer perspective that include these lexical-context controls
make it possible to develop complementary results of the same phenomenon,
which is useful because speakers’ interests in planning production do not always
align with hearers’ preferences for comprehension (Arnold et al. 2000), something the two-models approach exemplified here can take into consideration for a
much wider range of phenomena than the one discussed here.
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